
Wall cladding
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Pebbles
Paragon
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Content

Material and diversity

Wall cladding - a number of colour and design 

combinations of marble, slate and  lava stone 

wall claddings             

Mosaic -  irregular mosaic marble stone for indoor 

as well as outdoor, comes in a wide  range of 

colours   

Parquetry - tumbled parquetry mosaic, sizes starts 

at 1,7x1,7 cm up to 10x20 cm, a full spectra of 

colours is presented. 

Pebbles - round and sliced beach stones  

Paragon - design and pattern

Maintainance & service
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Material & Diversity

A perfect way to bring a feeling of nature closer to the ones you love.

Marble, slate, limestone and river stone are very durable materials

in the sense of their sustainability and long lasting when properly 

maintained. 

Each block that comes of out the mountain or the river bed has its

own character, which has been affected by nature for millions of years. 

Block selection is based on color, veins and character; at the same 

time diversity is the beauty and the reason we like natural stone.

We sell natural stone because we are fascinated with character 

and diversity of the material. It’s a privilege to feel, walk on or touch 

what took millions of years for the Earth  to create.

Natural stone is suitable both for indoor and outdoor usage. Install

it on your bathroom floor or set a wall of the most amazing wall cladding: 

the possibilities are infinite.

You can easily combine our models and get a perfect color match.

Combining natural stone with modern tiles is also a perfect way to get 

a warm feeling of nature.
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Content

Wall cladding           

Castello - slate finger

Ponti - slate finger

Lombardia - slate panel

Verci - tumbled slate cube

Ottaviano - tumbled lava cube

Corbara - cubix lava panel

Bartelomeo - block lava panel

Viuli - lava finger

Rappalo - tumbled limestone 

Olivetto - stack marble finger
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Slate stone as wall cladding

Slate is a distinct and truly unique natural stone. It is durable and has 

extremely low water absorption index, less than 0.4%, which makes 

it resistant to frost damages.

The character of slate stone allows it to fit into a traditional home 

interior as well as into a modern ambiance, which will bring a pleasant 

feeling of nature.  Create a rich and sophisticated look in the lounge 

area with Castello slate wall cladding. Our slate comes in a number of 

sizes, shapes and colours. Castello is only one of many designs.



Castello
slate finger 

40x20 cm, interlock

WB205-22 Black multi colour

.
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WB214-07 Grey

.

Ponti
slate finger 

60x20 cm interlock
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Lombardia
slate panel

40x20 cm

WB210-22 Black multi colour

.
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WB200-22 black multi colour

WB200-07 Grey

Verci
tumbled slate cubes

40x25 cm, interlock
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Borobudur, andesite and lava stone

Borobudur, a Buddhist stupa in the Mahayana tradition, is the largest 

Buddhist monument in the world. Located on the Indonesian island 

of Java.

 

Borobudur was built around 750 AD. The magnificent temple is a 

three-dimensional mandala (diagram of the universe) and a visual 

representation of Buddhist teachings.

There is no written record of who built Borobudur or of its intended 

purpose. The construction time has been estimated by comparison 

between carved reliefs on the temple’s hidden foot and the inscriptions 

commonly used in royal charters during the eight and ninth centuries.. 

The construction has been estimated to have taken 75 years and has

been completed during the reign of Samaratungga in 825.

For centuries, Borobudur lay was hidden under layers of volcanic ash. The

reasons behind the desertion of this magnificent monument still remain 

a mystery. Some scholars believe that famine caused by an eruption 

of Mount Merapi forced the inhabitants of Central Java to leave their 

lands behind in search of a new place to live. When people once 

again inhabited this area, the glory of Borobudur was buried by lava 

ash from Mount Merapi. 

Some scholars think that this massive monument is a gigantic textbook 

of Buddhism to help people to achieve enlightenment. To read this 

Buddhist textbook in stone requires a walk of more than two miles. 

The walls of the galleries are adorned with impressive reliefs illustrating 

the life of Buddha Shakyamuni and the principles of his teaching.

Borobudur was rediscovered in 1814 by Sir Thomas Stamford Raffles.

Borobudur is listed by UNESCO as a World Heritage Site.”
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Corbara
lava block panel

30x30 cm,  6x6 cm

WB208-06 Black 

.
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WB215-06 Black

Bartelomeo
lava block panel

40x20 cm, 2,5x2,5 cm
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WB203-22 black multi colour

Viuli
finger lava

40x20 cm, interlock
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WB201-06 Black

Ottaviano
tumbled lava cube

40x25 cm, interlock
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WB216-05 Cream

Rapallo
tumbled limestone split 

40x25 cm, interlock
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Wall cladding 

By choosing wall cladding, you get not only a great wall decoration, 

but hundreds of small individual stones that alter from each other.

 

A wall set with wall cladding will change its appearance with regards 

to the light: daytime you will have the chosen wall, but with the first 

signs of twilight, setting a symphony of downlights creates your own wall, 

filled with the feeling of light seeping slowly down the wall.

With a water wall in your shower room or spa department, your can 

create your own relax room. With the sound of trickling water you will 

be a step closer to harmony and well being.
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Olivette
stack marble finger

30x15x1,5 cm interlock

MW123-06 Black

.
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MW123-07 Grey

MW123-10 Sunset

MW123-13 Green rough

Olivette 
stack marble finger

30x15x1,5 cm interlock
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Content

Mosaic
           
Morteo - rustic tumbled irregular marble

Burgo - tumbled irregular marble
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Morteo
rustic tumbled irregular marble

50x50x1 cm, weave interlock

MW102-07 Grey
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MW102-05 Cream

Morteo
rustic tumbled irregular marble

50x50x1 cm, weave interlock
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Burgo
tumbled irregular marble

30x30 cm, weave interlock

MW100-02 Grey, Black & Cream

.
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MW100-01 Travertine, Onyx & Cream

MW100-06 Black

MW100-05 Cream

MW100-07 Grey

Burgo
tumbled irregular marble

30x30 cm, weave interlock
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Content

Pebbles            
Liguria

Sliced pebbles 
Moroni
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Liguria
pebble beach stone

33x33 cm, weave interlock

MW101-15 Grey, Black & White

.
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MW101-14 Brown, Grey & White

MW101-16 White

MW101-07 Grey

MW101-06 Black

Liguria
pebble beach stone

33x33 cm, weave interlock
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Moroni
sliced pebble beach stone

33x33 cm, weave interlock

MW105-16 White

.
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MW105-14 Brown, Grey & White

MW105-15 Grey, Black & White

Moroni
sliced pebbles beach stone

33x33 cm

MW105-07 Grey

MW105-06 Grey
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Content

Tumbled marble parquetry
         
Portofino 1,5x3,5 cm
Portofino 1,7x1,7 cm
Portofino 3x3 cm
Portofino 5x5 cm
Portofino 10x10 cm
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Portofino
tumbled marble parquetry

30x30 cm 3,5x1,5 cm

MW108-13 Green rough
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random order

available

MW108-07 Grey

MW108-02 Black, Grey & Cream

MW108-01 Travertine, Onyx & Cream

MW108-06 Black

MW108-05 Cream

Portofino
tumbled marble parquetry

30x30 cm 3,5x1,5 cm

random order

available
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Portofino
tumbled marble parquetry

30x30 cm 1,7x1,7 cm

MW106-05 Cream

MW106-02 Grey, Black & Cream
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MW106-06 Black

MW106-07 Grey

MW106-06 Green rough

Portofino
tumbled marble parquetry

30x30 cm, 1,7x1,7 cm

MW106-06 Black, Grey & Cream

MW106-01 Travertine, Onyx & Cream
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Portofino
tumbled marble parquetry

30x30 cm, 3x3 cm

MW107-07 Grey
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MW107-01 Travertine, Onyx & Cream

MW107-06 Black

MW107-13 Green rough

MW107-02 Black, Grey & Cream

MW107-05 Cream

Portofino
tumbled marble parquetry

30x30 cm, 3x3 cm
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Portofino
tumbled marble parquetry

30x30 cm, 5x5 cm

MW109-13 Green rough
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MW109-05 Cream

MW109-07 Grey

MW109-02 Black, Grey & Cream

MW109-06 Black

MW109-01 Travertine, Onyx & Cream

Portofino
tumbled marble parquetry

30x30 cm, 5x5 cm
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Portofino
tumbled marble parquetry

30x30 cm, 5x5 cm

MW109-02 Grey, Black & Cream
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MW110-01 Travertine, Onyx & Cream

MW110-06 Black

MW110-13 Green rough

Portofino
tumbled marble parquetry

10x10 cm, piece by piece

MW110-05 Cream

MW110-07 Grey
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Content

Paragon            
Ortles - ridge

Umbria - petrified wood 
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Ortles
ridge panel

30x30 cm, 5x5x1,5 cm

MW112-05 Cream
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MW112-06 Black

MW112-13 Green rough

Ortles
ridge panel

30x30 cm, 5x5x1,5 cm

MW112-07 Grey
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FAQ

Outdoor & wet area
1:1

Q: Can I use these products outdoor? Will they stand the climate below the 

freezing point?

A: Yes, they will. However, you must make sure that installation is made 

according to building regulations. The critical for freezing is still water that 

expands below freezing point. 

Q: Are these products good for shower rooms and wet areas?

A: Yes! They certainly are. Please read the section about impregnation.

Q: Are these products suitable for slippery areas?

A: Most of these products are suitable for slippery areas since very few of 

our products are high polished. The grout in the concept of mosaic will 

automatically create an anti slippery surface. By applying stone 

impregnation, you will also achieve an anti slippery surface

Purchase & appearance
1:2

Q: How many additional m2 do I have to purchase to be sure that I can 

complete the installation?

A. Purchase about 10% extra mosaic than your actual calculation.

Q: Does the stone have a big colour variation?

A: Since this is a natural stone, you should open up all the boxes and check 

the colour variation, mix them to get an even look before installation.

Pre installation 
1:3

Q: The mosaic sheet has interlock (jagged edges), how do I get seamless 

joints?

A: Before you install the mosaic, please lay out the sheets and try to get the 

best fit/connection by turning the sheets 45 degrees and push each sheet 

together. When you are satisfied with the result, mark them up with numbers
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FAQ

Q: What else do I have to think of when installing the mosaic, tiles or wall 

cladding?

A: Before installation make sure you follow national building regulations, 

especially in wet areas. If you aren’t a professional, we strongly recommend 

you to contact one for advice before installation. 

Q: What kind of adhesives shall I use and how long time does it take to dry?

A: Ask your local dealer what adhesives they recommend. Often they can 

give you professional advice for both adhesives and grout. However, we 

recommend a light grout.

Installation
1:4

Q:  After I have installed the mosaic sheet into the adhesives, how do I fill 

up the gaps that appear along the side facing the wall or floor?

A:  Using a knife easily allows you to cut of single stones from a mosaic 

sheet and fill up the gaps, which might occur along the walls as a 

consequence of the interlock design. 

Q:   Do I have to protect the stones after the mosaic is fixed to the adhe-

sives and before I apply the grout?

A: Once the adhesives are dry, clean up the stone with a moist cloth and 

leave for drying. Then apply a thin layer of Hill Stone Soap in order to avoid 

the presence of grout in the stone’s pores that will leave unwanted grout 

spots. 

Q: How do I proceed after the Hill Stone Soap is dry?

A: Apply the grout evenly all over the mosaic sheets, then wipe of the 

excess grout with a sponge and clean water. Remember to clean the 

sponge constantly through the whole process. The final step is to use a dry 

cloth, make sure that no unwanted grout is left before you go on to 

the next step.

Q: What is the next step? I would like to have a doff natural appearance.

A: By using Hill Stone Impregnation you will get a doff look very alike the nat-

ural. Hill Stone Impregnation is a good way to protect your stone and make 

the maintenance easier.
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FAQ

Q: If I want to purchase more mosaic of the same colour later, can I be 

sure that I get the same colour, tone and appearance.

A: The same colour appears differently from batch to batch, also within 

the same batch the colour can vary.

In general
1:5

In previous FAQ, we mention mosaic sheet, but the same procedure is 

applied for mosaic, pebbles, tiles and parquetry. For parquetry and tiles 

you will not have any interlock, you will use tile spacers instead .

Wall cladding
1:6

For wall cladding, we advise you to apply Hill Stone Impregnation before 

installation; however, if you are skillful and steady on your hand, it might not 

be necessary. The surface of the wall cladding is distressed and not easy to 

clean. If you happen to get adhesive on the front of the wall cladding dur-

ing the installation process, clean it of with water at once, remove the sheet 

if possible, and clean it.

Most of the wall cladding will do best without grout, but that’s an 

individual choice.

Maintenance
1:7

Hill Stone Impregnation, Hill Vertical Stone Soap and Hill Stone Soap are 

products sold by Hill Natural Stone. Quality products developed and 

produced in Sweden.

For further information about Maintenance of mosaic, pebbles, parquetry, 

wall cladding and basins, PDF’s available at www.hillnaturalstone.com 
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Hill Natural Stone

Gardhill i sverige ab 

Head office & admin

Ästad 2, SE-432 77 Tvååker - Sweden

Sale. purchase & product office:

Beijerskajen 12a, SE-211 19  Malmö - Sweden

Tel +46 (0)40 6083480 info@hillnaturalstone.com

www.hillnaturalstone.com
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